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Fixed Point Theorems in Generalized Hilbert Spaces 
T. L. Hrcr;s AND ED \V. HUFFMAN 
Some fundamental fixed point theorems are proved for locally convex spaces 
whose generating family of seminorms satisfies the parallelogram law. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1Vith a few exceptions, the nonnormable locally convex spaces encountered 
in analysis are nuclear spaces. Precupanu [7-IO] studied those locally convex 
spaces whose generating family of seminorms satisfies the parallelogram law, 
and he called then H-ZocaZZy conce.r spaces. Precupanu [8] observed that they 
include all nuclear spaces. This is immediate from Corollary 1 [ 11, p. 1021. Such 
a space that is also complete will be called a generalized HiZbert space. The 
purpose of this paper is to prove some fundamental theorems due to Browder [ 11. 
Browder and Petryshyn [2], and Opial [4] in this general setting. 
Let S be a T, locally convex space generated by a family {pa: z E Ai of continu- 
ous scminorms. The function p: S- l RA is defined by 
p satisfies the axioms of a norm. The topology t,, generated by p is the original 
topology where a f, neighborhood of s is of the form 
qs, CT) = 14’: p(.x -- 3’) E C’), 
U being a neighborhood of zero in R3. Thus, p norms X over R”. In an H-locally 
convex space, each pa has a compatible semi-inner product that we will denote 
by ( , ), . Forf, g E R+ 
(1) f c< g means .f(ti) <g(a) for all 01 f A. 
(2) f <g means f <g and there exists 01 E A such that f(m) <g(m). 
The first objective is Theorem _ 3, the fundamental fixed point theorem of 
Browder for nonexpansive mappings. Browder’s proof [2] carries over with 
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minor changes, but we give all details so that the reader can become acquainted 
with the notation and the type of changes required. For other theorems, we 
omit all details unless the proof in the Hilbert space case requires major changes. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a mapping from X into X where X is an H-locally 
convex space. Suppose {xJ . as a sequence with a subsequence (“I+~,} that converges 
weakly to q. Then 
lip$2(.r,, - Tq) - ,o’(xn j - q)] = p2( Tq - q). 
Hence, Tq = q i# the limit is zero. 
Proof. For each CZEA, P,2(.%, - Tq) = Pa’((Xnj - q) + (Q - Tq)) = 
P,~(G~ -. 4) + pa2(q - Q) + (q - q, q - TqL, + (xnj - q, q - ?I)~. Hence, 
0 < pa% - Tq) = W(x,, - Tq) - ~aZ(xn ) - @I - @n, - 4, 4 - Tda - ____ 
( 1- x, q, q - Tq), . Now s,, - q in the weak tPJl topology gives limj(x,j - q, 
q - Tq), = 0. Therefore, the result follows. 
THEoREnT 2. Suppose T maps C into C where C is a closed, bounded, convex, 
and weakly sequentially compact subset of a Tz generalized Hilbert space X. If 
,I( Tx - Ty) < p(x - 4’) f or all I, y  E C, then T has at least one fixed point. 
Proof. For 0 < s < 1, let T,(x) = ST(~) + (1 - s) v,, where v, is a fixed 
member of C. 
/Q,(x) - T,(Y)) < SP(X - Y) 
implies that T, has a fixed point u, in C. C is weakly sequentially compact, thus 
{us} has a subsequence {us,} such that Z’j = u,. .l 
- u0 weakly and u,, E C. Without 
loss of generality sj -+ 1 as j+ ,EI. 
7’z-j - ~‘j = (s~Tz’~ + (1 - Sj) ~‘0 - ~‘j + (1 - Sj) (Tzlj - 2’0) 
= TS,(vj) - Z’j + (1 - Sj) (Ttlj - 2’0) (1) 
= (1 - s,) ( Tzlj - v,,) 4 0 as J’ + cc 
since sj -+ 1 and Tvj - z+, is bounded; i.e., {pti(Tvj - vJ} is bounded for every 01. 
P( Tv, - Tu,) < p(vi - uO) implies 
P(V~ - TUT) < o(vj - Tvj) + p( Tv, - Tu,) 
< p(Vj - Tvj) f  P(Vj - UO) 
or 
P(V~ - Tu,) - p(Vj - ug) < p(Vj - Tvj)* (2) 
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Suppose u0 -i- Tu, . Then there exists cr E A such that p*(u,, - 7-u,,) 0. 
By the previous theorem, 
lim[p,‘(zl, - Tu,) - p3’(pj - zq,)] = P~(z+ - Tu,) :, 0. 
Hence, there exists K such that j 3 K implies 
Pa?(wj - Tu,) - ~~~~~~~ - u”) > 0 
or 
bdwj - T”ll) + dz’i - %)I [Pa(wj - TU,) - pa(Wj - U(J)] > 0. 
Thus, for j >, K, 
0 < p,(wj - TUT) - pa(wj - ~0) < P=(w~ - Twj) + 0 
as j+ co by (1). Thus, 
0 < /32(Wj - TUo) - Pt(“j - ug) 
= [Pol(vj - TUO) + PJwj - %)I b~(~i - T”O) - Pntwi - %)I + Ot 
since the first term is bounded and the second term +O as j + c;c. Thus, 
0 < prre(uo - Tu,) = li/mcp,s(o, - Tu,) - p2(wj - u,,)] = 0, 
a contradiction. Hence, we must have u,, = Tu, . 
Remark. In [2], Theorem 2 is proved for Hilbert spaces without the added 
hypothesis that C be weakly sequentially compact since closed, bounded, and 
convex subsets of a Hilbert space satisfy this condition. Examples of generalized 
Hilbert spaces in which closed, bounded, and convex subsets are weakly sequen- 
tially compact are provided by those nuclear locally convex spaces which are 
also (F) spaces. There are many important examples of nuclear (F) spaces. 
Four of the five important examples of nuclear spaces given in [I I, Chap. 31 
are (F) spaces. For other examples, see [6, Chap. 61. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to iterative methods for the computa- 
tion of the fixed points of nonexpansive mappings. For the most part, the theo- 
rems generalize results of Browder and Petryshyn [2] and Opial [4]. \Ve will use 
the obvious generalizations of the definitions of asymptotically regular, demi- 
closed, and demicompact to locally convex spaces. 
The following theorem is known for strictly convex Banach spaces [5]. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a Hausdorff H-locally conwex space, let C be a conwex 
subset of X, and let T be a nonexpaniiwe mapping of C into C. Let F( T) be the fixed 
point set of T and suppose F( T) # D . Then F(T) is conoex. 
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Proof. Let x, ~EF(T) and 0 < t < 1. Set z = tx + (1 - t)~. Suppose 
x $F(T), that is T(z) # a. Using T is nonexpansive we have 
p(.v - y) < P(.z: - W + PU”~ - Y) 
=p(Tx- Tz)+p(Tz- TY)<P(x--)+P(-Y) 
= p[.y - (tx + (1 - t) Y)] + p[(t.v + (1 - t> Y) - Yl 
= (1 - t) p(x - y) + tp(x - y) = P(X - y). 
Therefore, 
or 
p(x - Tz) + ,@ - Y) = P(X - 4 + P(Z - Y) 
,o(x - TX) = p(x - z) + p(z - y) - p(Tz - y) 
3 p(x - z> + P@ - Y) - P@ - Y) = P(X - 4 
Thus, we have p(x - Tz) = p(x - z). Now 
$[&((r - .z) + (x - TX))] = &[2p’(x - z) - p2(Tz - z) + 2pz(x - Tz)] 
< t[2p2@ - 4 + 2p2(x - Tz)l 
= $[4$(x - z)] = p”(x - z). 
But Tz # z, so there exists (Y E d such that p,(Tz - z) > 0. Thus we have 
p [+ ((x - z) + (x - Tz))] = p (x - ’ +2 Tx ) < p(x - z), (3) 
and by a similar argument 
P[;((z-y)+(Tz-Y))] =P( z+2Tz -Y)<P(-Y). (4) 
Adding (3) and (4) we get 
p(x - y) < p (x - z +2 Tz )+ p ( z +2 Tz - Y) 
-=E P(X - 4 + P(Z - Y)* 
BY (11, P@ - 4 + P(Z -Y) = P(X - Y) an we have a contradiction. Thus, d 
Tz = z and F(T) is convex. 
If {x,} is a sequence in X, by lim p(x,J is meant the element in RA defined by 
Dim P&J (4 = lim P&n), 
provided u pJx,) is finite for all OL E d. One defines ii& p(x,,) similarly. 
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The following two theorems generalize important Hilbert space results of 
Opial [4]. The similar proofs are omitted. 
THEOREM 4. If  in a generalized Hilbert space S, the sequence {s,,> is weak!\ 
convergent to x,, E S, then for any x E zY, with .x f  s,, . 
THEOREM 5. Let C be a closed convex subset of a generalized Hilbert space X 
and T be a nonexpansive mapping of C into X. Then I - T is demiclosed. 
The following Theorems 6-8 generalize Theorems 5, 6, and 7 of [2]. Similar 
proofs may be given in the light of Theorems 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a generalized Hilbert space, C a nonempty subset of X, 
and T a nonexpansive mapping of C into C such that F(T) # D. For 0 < h < 1, 
set T,, = AI f  (1 - A) T. Then T,, is asymptotically regular and F(T,,) = F(T). 
THEOREM 7. Let X be a generalized Hilbert space, C a closed, bounded, convex, 
and weakly sequentially compact subset of X, and T a nonexpansive mapping of C 
into C. Suppose further that T is demicompact. Then F(T) is n nonempty convex 
set and for any x0 E C and any fixed h with 0 < h < 1, then sequence {x,: L= 
{ T,Jnx,,} determined by the process 
.I”, = XTx,_, + (1 - A) .y,-1; n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , 
converges strongly to a $xed point of T in C. 
THEOREM 8. Let X be a generalized Hilbert space, C a closed, bounded, convex, 
and weakly sequentially compact subset of A-, and T a nonexpansive mapping of C 
into C. Suppose F(T) contains exactlql one point y. Then for any x0 E C and any 
fixed h with 0 < X < 1, the sequence { T,,“xO} determined by the process in Theorem 7 
converges z~eak~~~ to y. 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 8 in [2]. 
THEOREM 9. Let X be a generalized Hilbert space, C a closed, bounded, convex, 
weakly sequentially compact subset of X, and T a nonexpansive mapping of C into C. 
For O<X<l, let T,,=/\I+(l--A)T. Then for any x,EC, TAnx,,-+yO 
weakly and y0 E F( T) = F( TA). 
Proof. By Theorem 2, F(T) # 0. Let y  E F(T). Denote x, = T,‘“.Q . T,, is 
nonexpansive, so we have 
&n+l - Y) = P[TAG”,‘W - TAYI G ,4xn - u). (5) 
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It follows from (5) that {&x, - y)} is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative 
real numbers for fixed OL E A, and for fixed y  EF(T). For fixed 01 E A, define 
g,: F(T) + R by g.,(y) = li,m P&~ - y). 
Set d, == inf{g,(y): y  cF(T)}. Let S > 0 and set Fa,a = {y E F(T): g,(y) < 
d, + S>. If  do E {g,(y): y  E F(T)}, then there exists z E F(T) such that d, = ga(z) 
and ZE Fae,. I f  d,${g,(y) = ~EF(T)}, then {g,,(y): y  EF(T)} must be infinite, and 
by the definition of infimum, there must exist z0 E F(T) such that g&(.a,,) - 6 < 
d,; that is, z,, EF&,~ . Hence, for each 6 > 0, F,,, # O. By Theorem 1 of [lo], 
X is semireflexive, and FG,ar is bounded as a subset of C, so F,,, is weakly com- 
pact. But S is Hausdorff under the weak topology, so F,,, is weakly closed. 
Further, 8, < 6, implies F+ C Far,” . Thus the family {Fs,,: 6 > 0} has the 
finite intersection property, and 
n F6,* = (y: g,(y) = 4) = F, = 3. 
6>0 
C is weakly sequentially compact, so there exists a subsequence {xn,) of {x,} 
such that .rn3 -f y. weakly and y. E C. By Theorem 6, TA is asymptotically 
regular, so 
= lim( T, - I) (T,“jx,) =: 0. 
By Theorem 5, (T,, - l)yo = 0. Hence y. E F(T,J = F(T). We will show that 
yo EF,, for all 01 E A. Let x: E F, and suppose .2* f  y. . Then by Theorem 4, 
d, = g,(x) = lim p& - .Y) 3 lim f&n, - yn) = gJyo). 
But by the definition of d, , gO(bv) < gb(yO). Thus ga(yo) = g&(.r) = d, , and 
y0 G F, Hence y. E na F, E F, . Now suppose y1 E F, with yi r: y. . Then 
yr E F, _ for every 01 E A. By Theorem 4, there exists p E A such that 
&3(Yl) = lim Pl3(.E.n; - 4’1) > !%!I P,3(Gzj - 10) == &(Yo). 
This contradicts gB(yJ = gs(yo) = d, . Thus F, contains exactly one point y. . 
We will show that x, -+yo weakly; that is, f(x,J +f(yo) for every continuous 
linear functional $ Suppose there is a linear functional f  such that {f(xn)) does 
not converge to f(yo). Then there exist E > 0 and a subsequence (x~,~} of {x,) 
such that I~(x~,~) -f(yo)l > E for K = 1, 2, 3,.... C is weakly sequentially 
compact, so there exists a subsequence (xn,& of {xn,J such that x,,~,~ + z, 
weakly in C. By the above argument, a0 = y. . Hence we have f(.~~,~, i) -+ f(yo). 
Thus, there exists I such that i > I implies lf(~~.~,J -f(yo)j < E, which 
contradicts lf(~~,~,.~j -f(yo)j > E f  or all .v,,~,~ and completes the proof. 
409/64/3-5 
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Remark. Since weakly sequentially compact implies bounded in a locall! 
conves space, the word bounded is redundant in Theorems 2, 7, 8, and 9. Is 
every closed, bounded, and convex subset of a generalized Hilbert space weakl! 
sequentially compact ? 
Added in Proof: The answer is no. 
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